
INTERFACES &
USER EXPERIENCE



What is an  
interface?





“The shared boundary where  
two different fluids or a fluid  
and a solid meet,”

—James Thomson (fluid dynamics) 
Continuity of States in Matter 
(1912)



“Whatever ‘lies between’ is  
called interface, whatever  
allows us to link two different  
elements, to reconcile them, to  
put them into communication.”

—Giancarlo Barbacetto 
Design Interface (1987)











“Whatever ‘lies between’ is  
called interface, whatever  
allows us to link two different  
elements, to reconcile them, to  
put them into communication.”

—Giancarlo Barbacetto 
Design Interface (1987)







All graphic  
design is  
interface 
design.



What is “user  
experience”?





“the overall experience of a 
person using a product such 
as a website or computer 
application, especially in 
terms of how easy or pleasing 
it is to use.”



aesthetics 
interaction 
feeling
+
particular audience
=
user experience



Jesse James 
Garrett (2002)



What is the interaction?
What is the user/customer flow?
What is the message/desired outcome?
Who is the audience?
Where are they?
How much time do they have?
How will we measure success?







User experience
is branding
at a personal 
level





Can we design an  
experience?



WHAT CAN WE DESIGN?
Interactions
Visuals
Content
Motion



UX vs. UI



USER EXPERIENCE
Competitor Analysis
Customer Analysis
Product Structure/ 
  Strategy
Content Development
Wireframing and 
  Prototyping
Testing/Iteration
Development Planning
Analytics

USER INTERFACE
Customer Analysis
Design Research
Look and feel
Branding and Graphic 
  Development
User Guides/Storyline
Responsiveness
UI Prototyping
Interactivity and 
  Animation



The interface  
is the visual  
manifestation of  
the experience.



“A design today is rarely a  
substantive, realized product. 
More and more often it is a  
proposal that gains its final 
form in the interaction with 
the audience, for better or 
for worse.”

—Max Bruinsma



All graphic design  
is about user  
experience.



THIRD OBSTRUCTION
Take the content from your publication and turn it into a website. It cannot be 
a 1:1 translation (page order must be different/distributed differently). The 
content must be the same but functioning differently.

The site can be built with HTML/CSS or prototyped in Photoshop/Illustrator/
InDesign but all features must be possible as if a real site.

You may only use fonts available on fonts.google.com.

At least one page must be prototyped for mobile devices as well.

The site cannot be an advertisement, a store, or trying to sell something.


